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Introduction 

•  RC4 
−  the most popular stream cipher 
−  applications: 

•  Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP) 
•  Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) 
•  Secure shell (SSH) 
•  Microsoft Point-to-Point Encryption (MPPE) 
•  etc. 

−  often referred to as Alleged RC4 (ARC4) 
−  weaknesses in key scheduling 

•  Modified ARC4 (MARC) 
−  more secure key scheduling 
−  more efficient keystream generation 



Design 
 

Notation 
 

Nota%on 	  Usage	  
# 	   	   	  star%ng	  a	  comment	  line	  
++	   	   	  increment	  (x++	  is	  same	  as	  x	  =	  x	  +	  1)	  
% 	   	   	  modulo	  
<<	   	   	  le<	  logical	  bitwise	  shi<	  
>>	   	   	  right	  logical	  bitwise	  shi<	  
& 	   	   	  bitwise	  AND	  
| 	   	   	  bitwise	  OR	  
^ 	   	   	  bitwise	  XOR	  
[	  ]	   	   	  array	  subscrip%ng	  (subscript	  starts	  from	  0)	  

	  

	  Hexadecimal	  numbers	  are	  prefixed	  by	  “0x”	  and	  all	  variables	  and	  
constants	  are	  unsigned	  integers	  in	  liRle	  endian. 



Design (1) 
 

ARC4 
 



Design (2) 
 

Key Scheduling 
 
 

MARC 
 

for i from 0 to 255 
    S[i] = i 
endfor 
i = 0 
j = 0 
k = 0 
for r from 0 to 575 
    j = j + S[i] + key[i % szKey] 
    k = k ^ j 
    left_rotate (S[i], S[j], S[k]) 
    i++ 
endfor 

 

ARC4 
 

for i from 0 to 255 
    S[i] = i 
endfor 
j = 0 
for i from 0 to 255 
    j = j + S[i] + key[i % szKey] 
    swap (S[i], S[j]) 
endfor 



Design (3) 

•  MARC 
−  indices: i, j, k 
−  key size: up to 64 bytes 
−  shuffling: rotation 
−  iterations: 576 

•  ARC4 
−  indices:  i, j 
−  key size: up to 256 bytes 
−  shuffling: swap 
−  iterations: 256 

64 192 256 

 

Key Scheduling (cont.) 
 



Design (4) 
 

Keystream Generation 
 
 

MARC 
 

i = j + k 
while GeneratingOutput 
    i++ 
    j = j + S[i] 
    k = k ^ j 
    swap (S[i], S[j]) 
    m = S[j] + S[k] 
    n = S[i] + S[j] 
    output S[m] 
    output S[n] 
    output S[m ^ j] 
    output S[n ^ k] 
endwhile 
 

 

ARC4 
 

i = 0 
j = 0 
while GeneratingOutput 
    i++ 
    j = j + S[i] 
    swap (S[i], S[j]) 
    n = S[i] + S[j] 
    output S[n] 
endwhile 
 



Security (1) 

•  Issues with ARC4 
−  Key scheduling is too simple. 

•  State is not sufficiently mixed, particularly the beginning part. 
•  Similar state patterns result from similar keys, particularly long keys that 

only differ at the end. 
•  Has a poor avalanche effect – sometimes relationship between key bytes 

and state bytes can be derived with nontrivial probability. 

•  MARC 
−  Improve the key scheduling. 

•  Use more iterations. 
•  Limit key size to 64 bytes (512 bit). 
•  Shuffle the first 64 bytes of the state one more time. 
•  Replace swap operations with rotation operations. 
•  Persist the values of i, j, and k, which depend on the input key. 

−  Why not just discard the first n×256 bytes?  
•  The answer is efficiency. 



Security (2) 

•  Avalanche effect of key scheduling  
−  Testing steps: 

1.  Randomly select a key, K1, of size 64 (worst case for diffusion). 

2.  Get the following variants of K1: 
(a)  K2 = 1's complement of K1 
(b)  K3 = flip of K2 (left right flip) 
(c)  K4 = 1's complement of K3 

 If K2 and K3 are same, then K3 and K4 are not used. 
 

3.  For each of the above K1, K2, K3, and K4, flip one bit of it each 
time and compare the initialized state with the unfipped version. 

4.  Repeat above steps until the number of fippings reaches the 
required number, which is 106. 



Security (3) 

ARC4 

MARC 

output offset = 0 output offset  
= 32 bytes 

output offset  
= 64 bytes 

μ ± 
σ 

μ ± 
2σ 

μ ± 
3σ 

μ ± ν (ν 
>3σ) 



Security (4) 

•  Is it a problem that we output 4 bytes during each iteration? 
−  We output S[m], S[n], S[m^j], and S[n^k]. 

•  m = S[j] + S[k] (or m = S[i] + S[k] before swap) 
•  n = S[i] + S[j] 

−  ARC4 outputs S[n]. 
•  n is updated during each iteration. 

−  Index m is computed similarly as n. Index m^j and n^k are more 
complicated compared with m and n, since both the subscripting 
([]) and the XOR (^) are nonlinear (XOR operations are linear in 
2 but cannot be handled using pure linear algebra in  / 2n or 
in 2

n).  

−  How about the state table S? 
•  State table S evolves relatively slowly and what matters more is the 

change of indices if a short sequence (e.g., a few bytes) is to be 
generated. 



Statistical Testing 

•  NIST statistical test suite 
−  1000 sequences, each containing one million bits (125 KB) 
−  examining the proportion of sequences that pass a statistical test 

and checking the distribution of P-values for uniformity 
−  no failures 
 

•  Diehard battery of tests 
−  setup 

•  100 sequences, each containing 96 million bits (12 MB) 
•  50 sequences, each containing 2176 million bits (272 MB) 

−  checking the distribution of P-values for uniformity 
−  no failures 



Statistical Testing (cont.) 

•  Testu01 batteries of tests 
−  6 batteries 

•  SmallCrush 
•  Crush 
•  BigCrush 
•  Rabbit 
•  Alphabit 
•  BlockAlphabit 

−  built-in parameters used for SmallCrush, Crush, and BigCrush 

−  bit sequence size set to 32×109  for Rabbit, Alphabit, and 
BlockAlphabit 

−  checking P-values 
•  successful if a P-value falls in [0.001, 0.9990] 
•  failed if a P-value is outside [10-10, 1- 10-10 ] (i.e., too close to 0 or 1) 
•  in doubt otherwise 

−  no failures 



Performance Testing 

•  C implementation 

•  Microsoft Visual C/C++ Optimizing Compiler Version 16 with option /O2 
(optimized for maximum speed) 

•  Intel Core i3 370M, 2.4GHz, 64 KB L1 data cache, 64 KB L1 instruction 
cache, 512 KB L2 cache 

•  Testing results (cycle/byte): 

Generator 
Keystream size (KB) 

1 5 10 100 1000 10000 
ARC4 9.53  7.67 7.09 6.98 7.04 7.04 
MARC 17.46 6.60 5.21 3.98 3.89 3.86 
HC-128 55.21 13.27 7.96 3.58 3.15 3.11 
Rabbit 12.20 10.06 9.63 9.51 9.52 9.49 
Salsa20 8.94 8.95 8.95 8.89 8.90 8.88 
Sosemanuk 48.67 13.48 9.70 5.79 5.61 5.36 



Thank You! 


